




HEALTH & SAFETY
 

INDOOR MASKING IS REQUIRED: Masking is required in all indoor spaces.
Students, Chaperones, and employees will be required to wear masks when

indoors, except while actively eating or drinking. 
 

Our evolving COVID Safety Protocols are implemented with the input of public
health professionals. Please note that these protocols continue to be updated
as more information becomes available, and we will absolutely communicate

final guidelines to our patrons via email prior to reopening our doors. 
 



To create enriching experiences in the
arts, engage diverse communities, and

steward historic theatres.

STG MISSIONINSPIRE 
youth and local artists
through training and

performance
opportunities

PROVIDE
 exposure to the

arts through
access initiatives 

Seattle Theatre Group Education and Community
Programs extend beyond The Paramount, Moore
and the Neptune Theatre stages and into the lives

of the greater Seattle community. STG offered over
200 programs last seasons impacting over 56,000
students and community members from diverse

ages and backgrounds. 

ABOUT
EDUCATION

DEEPEN 
significance to
performances

through
opportunities to

engage with artists 



ABOUT ABOUT DANCE THISDANCE THIS
Now in its 24th year, STG’s signature dance program returns with an intergenerational cast,

featuring Mexican, Korean, Indian, Black American, and Eastern European styles, among others.
This exceptional event unites diverse communities in collaboration, to share their culture through

the art of dance.

Featuring performances by Bailadores De Bronce, Morning Star Korean Cultural Center, Natya
UW, Northwest Tap Connection, Radost Folk Ensemble

Guest choreography by Adam Parson, Niecey & Miguel Almario, Gary Champi and Akoiya Harris

Finale Choreographed by Kirsten Barron Kinney

https://bailadoresdebronce.org/
https://morningstarkcc.org/
https://natyauw.weebly.com/
https://www.nwtapconnection.org/
https://www.radost.org/




Traditional & Folkloric
Mexican Dance
Performed by Bailadores de Bronce 

Also known as Mexican ballet folk dance, it
has been shaped and influenced by the
country's history, including the Mexican
Revolution and Spanish Colonial Period.
Traditional Mexican dance originates from
a blending of elements from its indigenous,
African and European heritage. The dance
includes colorful costumes, rhythms of
footwork, and music that give clue to where
it comes from. 



Traditional and
Contemporary
Korean Music &
Dance
Korean traditional dance originated in
ancient shamanistic rituals thousands of
years ago. Today traditional Korean
dances and dancers are considered “Living
National Treasures” in which dance is
considered a hugely significant aspect of
Korean history and culture. Props used in
the dances include the long billowing silk
scarf of pure white used in the Salpuri
dance, drums, hats, swords and others

Performed by Morningstar
Korean Cultural Center



Indian classical dance is traditionally
performed as an expressive drama-
dance form of religious performance art,
related to a folksy entertainment that
includes story-telling from Sanskrit or
regional language plays. It is an umbrella
term for various performance arts
rooted in Hindu musical theatre styles,
whose theory and practice can be traced
to the Sanskrit text Natya Shastra.

Performed by Natya UW

Indian Classical
Dance Team

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Umbrella_term
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hindu
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Musical_theatre
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natya_Shastra


Tap
Tap dance is a form of dance
characterized by using the sounds of
tap shoes striking the floor as a form
of percussion. Two major variations
on tap dance exist: rhythm (jazz) tap
and Broadway tap. Broadway tap
focuses on dance; it is widely
performed in musical theater. Rhythm
tap focuses on musicality, and
practitioners consider themselves to
be a part of the Jazz tradition.

Performed by Northwest
Tap Connection



Performed by 
Radost Folk Ensemble

European dances refers to various
dances originating in Europe. Since
Medieval ages, many European
dances tend to be refined, as some
are based on the court dances of
aristocrats.

Eastern European
Traditional Dances

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Europe


Jazz dance is a form of dance
that combines both African
and European dance styles.
This high-energy dance has a
liveliness that sets it apart
from traditional dance forms,
such as classical ballet. Like
jazz music, jazz dance
features improvisation.

Contemporary
Contemporary Dance originated around mid
20th century and has grown to be one of the
most dominant genres of formally trained
dancers throughout the world today. This style
of dance stems from ballet, jazz, lyrical and
modern dance styles and is identified with
controlled leg work that is similar to ballet but
also with a release and fluidity in the upper
body that you would find in modern dance and
showcases a dancers flexibility and overall
range of motion.

Jazz

Performed in works by Adam Parson and Gary Champi



Hip Hop Dance is one of the most diverse genres
of dance, widely differing in movement, music,
style, clothing, and foundational technique both
across the United States and the world. It is also
one of the most popular and commercialized
styles, as made popular by television shows,
movies, music videos and the culture of popular
hip hop and rap music. Hip Hop dance
originated in the streets of New York and LA and
is typically comprised of the three foundations
of breaking, popping and locking technique. Hip
hop dance was solely comprised of freestyle
based in African dance, Latin styles, and social
dancing before choreographed routines and
studio dance classes became popular. 

   House               Hip Hop 
House Dance is a style of
dance that originated in the
late 70’s and early 80’s from
underground clubs in
Chicago and New York. The
style was influenced by
several types of movement,
including Tap, African dance,
Latin dance, and martial arts.
House Dance is about
freedom, improvisation, and
feeling the music.



Contemporary dance is a dance performance
genre that developed during the mid twentieth
century and has since grown to become one of

the dominant genres for formally trained
dancers throughout the world, with particularly

strong popularity in the U.S. and Europe.
Although originally informed by and borrowing

from classical, modern, and jazz styles, it has
since come to incorporate elements from many

styles of dance. Due to its technical similarities, it
is often perceived to be closely related to

modern dance, ballet and other classical concert
dance styles.

Modern





Bailadores de Bronce was formed at the
University of Washington in 1972 by a

group of students as a product of the Civil
Rights and Chicano movements. Bailadores
de Bronce portrays the positive aspects of

the Mexican culture in the broader
community, breaking down cultural

barriers and building bridges within the
community. All dancers, instructors and

the Board of Directors volunteer their time,
energy, and efforts to ensure that

Bailadores de Bronce continues to thrive.
We always remember that it is the dancers
themselves, with their dedication and love

of their culture and of each other as a
family, who are the glue that keeps

Bailadores de Bronce together.

BAILADORES DE
BRONCE 



MORNING STAR KOREAN
CULTURAL CENTER

Morning Star Cultural Center is
committed to enriching lives through
artistic expression, educational
opportunities, and cultural
appreciation. We proudly serve a
global community to promote
awareness and encourage positive
cultural exchange.



Natya UW is the University of
Washington's premier competitive Indian
classical dance team. Natya's mission is to

make Indian classical dance exciting,
meaningful, and accessible to all

audiences. We incorporate numerous
styles of Indian classical dance, including

:Bharatanatyam, Mohiniyattam, and
Kuchipudi. Natya has performed at over

90 events, ranging from local cultural
festivals to national-level competitions,

and is proud to have placed 3rd nationally
at the Origins Classical Dance

Championship in 2021

NATYA UW



NORTHWEST TAP
CONNECTION 

Northwest Tap Connection (NTC) is a race and
social justice dance studio that was founded and
deeply rooted in rhythm tap. In addition to tap,

NTC cultivates a broad spectrum of dance styles,
such as African, jazz, modern, ballet, swing,

ballroom, and hip-hop into its curriculum and
performances. NTC is dedicated to developing

the whole dancer through a love of dance,
personal discipline, respect for the community,

respect for fellow dancers and artists,and a
knowledge of the history of various art forms.

NTC fosters an environment where dancers can
grow artistically and technically, while also

developing self-esteem, leadership skills and
social responsibility. Northwest Tap Connection
has been partnering with STG for over 18 years.



Radost Folk Ensemble has been
performing the dance and music

folklore of the Balkans since 1976.
Reflecting the diverse backgrounds of
our membership, we perform dances
from all around Eastern Europe with
authentic costumes. Artistic director

Sidney Deering was recently recognized
by the Ethnic Heritage Council of the

Pacific Northwest for her work in
preserving and presenting folklore

traditions

RADOST FOLK ENSEMBLE 





ADAM PARSON
Adam Parson is well known for his

multifaceted award-winning choreography
and his unique approach to music makes

him one of the most sought-after
choreographers in the dance industry. He
has trained dancers that have worked in
many industry platforms such as: La La

Land, Justin Bieber, Beyonce, Madonna, So
You Think You Can Dance, Britney Spears,

The Muppets, Wicked on Broadway, Bring it
on, Kylie Minogue, Memphis, The Academy
Awards, The Golden Globe Awards and his

own Commonality Dance Company



Kirsten Barron Kinney graduated cum laude from the
University of California, Irvine where she earned her
Bachelor of Fine Arts in Choreography and in Dance

Performance. While attending UCI, she was a member of
Donald McKayle’s modern company Etude Ensemble and

Fresno Ballet. She has taught, choreographed, and
performed in the Seattle Area for the past 20+ years.

Currently, she teaches full-time at Gotta Dance and is the
director of the performing team. Kirsten has enjoyed being

a part of STG programs DANCE This Intensive, Camp and
Performance, as well being a teaching artist for the STG
Dance for PD®   program. Kirsten's dance background

includes Ballet, Modern, Contemporary, Lyrical, Jazz, Tap
and Hip Hop

KIRSTEN BARRON
KINNEY | Finale
Choreographer



Niecey and Miguel Almario are a
husband and wife duo of dance

educators and choreographers based
out of Seattle, WA. With decades of
experience in varying facets of the
dance industry, their approach to

movement and education is versatile
and holistic. The Almarios founded The
Arete Project, a dance organization that
aims to educate, empower, and equip
students with tools and knowledge to

take their dance journey into their own
hands

NIECEY & MIGUEL ALMARIO



Gary Champi is a San Diego native, now
working between New York and Seattle. He

has performed and taught with various
choreographers and institutions since 2008.
He is certified in Cunningham Technique®

and also choreographs, with current projects
at On the Boards (WA) and Seattle Theater
Group. Gary worked in many capacities for
the Merce Cunningham Trust from 2011-

2020, graduated from Stanford University,
and is an MFA candidate at the University of

Washington.

GARY CHAMPI | DANCE This
Artist in Residence



Akoiya Harris is a Seattle based movement artist. She
graduated from The Ailey School’s Certificate Program
and has performed as a company artist with Donald
Byrd’s Spectrum Dance Theater. Akoiya has recently
shown her own work at Seattle Art Museum, Wa Na

Wari, Base Art Space through ”12 Minutes Max”, and 10
Degrees in the show “2.” Outside of her movement
practice, Akoiya does work in cultural preservation
through the collection of community members oral

histories.

AKOIYA HARRIS |
DANCE This Artist in
Residence





Meg Fox has been designing lights in Seattle since 1986,
during which time she toured throughout the US with

numerous dance companies, and received commissions
for design from Urban Bush Women, Pat Graney, and
Alvin Ailey Dance, among others. In Seattle, Fox has

designed at major contemporary performance venues
and for numerous Pacific Northwest dance artists. She
has designed for dances and performances at most of
the venues in Seattle, including Velocity Dance Center,
On The Boards, and 12th Ave Arts. She also designs for
annual festivals in Seattle including Tint and Against the
Grain. Fox has extensive experience in the collaborative
generation of new works along with the reconstruction

of older designs.

MEG FOX | Lighting Designer



Den'ea Simone is the Co-Programmer and Production Stage
Manager for the long running Seattle Parks and Recreation, Teen
Summer Musical. Ms. Simone has more than 20 years experience
with Stage Managing theatre productions and concert shows for

National musicians such as Gerald Albright, David Sanborn, Sheila
E., Boney James, Marcus Miller, the late great George Duke and

more. Den'ea is a board member of the high school dance
competition, Bubblin' Brown Sugar as well as the Event

Coordinator. Extending her insight of Seattle’s talented youth, she
serves as a consultant to the Seattle Seahawks Dance Teams'

annual camp. In 2018 the socially conscious rap group, Black Stax,
granted Den'ea Simone the opportunity to accomplish a longtime

dream of becoming a Tour Manager. Ms. Simone resides in her
hometown of Seattle with her husband, Francis Williams and their

three children.

DEN’EA SIMONE | Stage Manager



REX KINNEY |  DANCE This Producer
 

ANDREA FREED | DANCE This Administrator
 

HAIDI GHOBRIAL | DANCE This Intern
 

SAMARA JEFFREYS | DANCE This Intern



LEVELS SHAPE CHAINLEVELS SHAPE CHAIN Activity #1
2nd Grade+

Instructions

1. Player 1 begins by making a frozen shape they can hold for a long time.

2. All other Players (students) take turns one at a time to connect to the person in front
of them and create a long shape chain.

3. Each time a new Player connects, they must change the level of the chain, i.e. Player 1
makes a high level shape, Player 2 a low level shape, Player 3 a middle level shape, etc.

4. Once the last Player connects, take a couple of seconds to look around and see the
shape chain the group created.



SLOW MOTION TAGSLOW MOTION TAG Activity #2
3rd grade +

Mark off an area with boundaries. 

Pick one person to be Person A. 

Person A will start on the opposite side of the other players. 

In SLOW MOTION, A will try to tag the other players who are also moving in SLOW MOTION. 

Once tagged, the player must stay frozen until another player can tag them unfrozen. 

If a player gets tagged three times by person A, then they become the new Person A.

Instructions
 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.



UPCOMING YOUNG ARTIST
PROGRAMS

EDUCATION & COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT DEPARTMENT

Marisol Sanchez Best
Director of Education & Community Engagement

Rex Kinney
Associate Director of Education Programs

Andrea Freed
Dance for PD® & DANCE This Administrator

Shawn Roberts 
STG Aileycamp Director
Dance for PD® Director

Sarah Strasbaugh
Associate Director of Community Programs

Adriana Wright
Education Partnership Manager 

Rachel McKinney
Education + Community Engagement Coordinator

 
 

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT STG EDUCATION AND
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENTS PLEASE VISIT US AT:  

HTTPS://WWW.STGPRESENTS.ORG/ECE

 
STG AILEYCAMP –JUNE 29-AUGUST 11, 2022, 
BEACH PARK EVENT CENTER IN DES MOINES   

 
DANCE THIS CAMP –AUGUST 14-21, 2022, 

FT. WORDEN STATE PARK, PORT TOWNSEND, WA
 


